GENDER AND SOCIAL INCLUSION
THEMATIC WORKING GROUP

TERMS OF REFERENCE
WHO WE ARE
MEMBERSHIP

• OPEN

• Technical experts,
• Champions
• Interested

advancing the gender and social inclusion agenda
OBJECTIVES

To provide a forum for members to discuss gender and social inclusion issues,

- strategies for technical backstopping the FSS
- advancing socially inclusive and gender-responsive and sensitive programming,
WHAT WE ENVISAGE TO DELIVER ON?

- **Identifying and promoting** common ways for the Food Security Sector to mainstream gender and social inclusion, as well as other strategies for addressing gender-based inequalities and social inequities.

- **Creating a forum for FSS members** to further develop capacities and provide and share technical support that systematically and effectively addresses gender concerns perspectives and social exclusions.

- **Strengthening the performance of FSS on gender equality and social inclusion** through the provision of policy advice and technical backstopping.

- **To facilitate coordination, communication, and information sharing** on key lessons and good/promising practices on gender and social inclusion
WAYS OF WORKING

• Strategic
  • Chair and Secretariat

• Operational
  • Meetings
  • Review of ToRs
  • Delivering Results
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